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This Magic Quadrant graphic was published by Gartner Inc. as part of a larger research note and should be evaluated in the context of the entire report.  The Gartner report is available upon 
request from HP. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications,  and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the 
highest ratings.  Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and  should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all 
warranties, expressed or implied,  with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.  
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Presentation Notes
Gartner MQ advises clients to shortlist HP networking for all Data Center networking requirements The Gartner report validates the it’s a two horse race in the data center (HP and Cisco) and recommends that clients should be shortlisting HP networking for their data center networking requirements.   Gartner highlighted HP’s leadership over “other established networking vendors” with our strong investment and delivery of network management and automation around SDN, OpenFlow and Virtual Application Networks. Gartner concludes that “HP should be considered for the shortlists for all data center networking requirements, especially for organizations looking to simplify network operations and take advantage of SDN as part of their data center network evolution.” What does Cisco’s absence from “leaders” quadrant say? – That the game is changing.  Customers are moving away from Cisco’s legacy 40-year-old network operating model as they look to modernize their data center network architecture.   While Gartner acknowledges Cisco’s historical collection of a large set of data center networking products, they go on to say that Cisco has not been able to knit this vast array of capabilities into a cohesive strategic portfolio, and, in many cases, leaves its customers confused about the appropriate solution required, especially when it involves a migration from an existing Cisco Catalyst solution. Customers instead looking to vendors like HP who have detailed a clear vision and begun to deliver real solutions that can help them simplify network operations and take advantage of SDN as part of their data center network evolution. CompetitiveCisco continues to fall behind on vision and trails not only HP, but Arista, Juniper, VMware and Brocade. Cisco earned a position in the challenger quadrant with a high score on their “ability to execute” based on their market share position.    Gartner specifically pointed numerous Cisco flaws including:  Cisco overlapping product lines and architectures, offering limited investment protection Significantly higher migration costs - both capital and ongoing maintenance costsACI hardware and software coupling limiting  long-term ability to leverage the value of SDNNexus 7000 reliability concerns and flawed Nexus/UCS Fabric Extender (FEX) ToR architecture
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